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1.Thermostat
This allows you to adjust the temperature of
the air--the lower the setting,the cooler the air
temperature. With this you can set the
temperature to your desired comfort level. You
can set the temperature between 61 F and 86
F.
2.Fan Speed
You have 2 levels of Fan Speed to set at your
desired comfort level. Press the Fan Speed
button on the remote control to change between
High and Low speed.
3. Function
Your air conditioner has 2 Functions.
a) COOL
Here the air conditioner will operate the
compressor and the desired fan speed set to
give you cold air for your comfort.
b) FAN
You can run the fan without the AC function
on cooler days. The fan can be set to run at
2 speeds as desired.
4.Timer
Your air conditioner can be set to go on or off
at your desire. This can be programmed up to
24 hours in advance.

5.2-Way Air Flow
The air directional louvers let you control the
direction of the airflow to the desired direction.
The airflow can be directed rihgt side-left side.
6. Window Install Kit
This kit enables you to install the air conditioner
in a double hung window. Extra brackets or
support may be needed, depending on your
window.
7.Remote Control
This fully functional wireless remote allows you
to operate your air conditioner from a distance.
You need not get up to change the settings or
the functions, or to turn the unit on or off.
8. How The Unit Drains
On humid days with the air conditioner in use,
moisture may collect on the pan or the bottom
of the air conditioner. If the unit is positioned
properly, the moisture will gather towards the
back of the unit.This will not affect the operation
of the unit and the moisture will evaporate in
time. Occasionaly the moisture will flow over
the back of the pan, but this will not affect the
operation of the unit. Never drill holes in the
pan under any circumstance.



The following are the operating instructions of your electronic air conditioner.

After installing your air conditioner plug it into the proper electrical outlet

in the wall. Now set the air conditioner at your comfort level. This fully

functional wireless remote allows you to operate your air conditioner

without having to get up and go to the unit. The full function feature

allows you to change the settings and turn the unit on or off from the

remote itself.

After you plug in the unit, it will perform a self test. All the display lights

will turn on for 3 seconds. The LED display will read "88" . If any display

lihgt fails to turn on you may need service on the unit. After 3 seconds,

the unit will automatically go to the stand by mode. Now all lihgts will

be off and you will have to turn "ON" by pressing the On/Off key. After

pressing "On/Off" , the unit starts to work and enters the status of "Fan

Only" with the low setting.



1.ON/OFF
To turn set ON, press the button. To turn set OFF, press the button again.

2.TIMER
Press TIMER button. For each press, TIMER mode will changes as follows:

TIMER ON             TIMER OFF             CANCEL

Timer On or Timer Off mode is used to pre-start or shut off your unit in advance. You can

program this up to 24 hours in advance. You can use the Timer in both functions, i.e. Cool

or Fan Only.

  Timer On

The unit must be on to set the timer. Unit will shut down automatically after it accepts the

settings in 5 seconds. Use this mode to pre-set the start time of the unit 24 hours in advance.

a) Press On . LED display will show "XX" (time set last time). When power is connected for

the first time, LED display will show "01".

b) Set the desired number of hours by pressing the (  ) pad of the Temp/Time buttons, once

for each hour. If you pass the desired time, use the (  ) pad key to lower the selection.

c) After you set Timer On, LED display will show the time. This time displayed means: the

unit will starts after X hours.
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THE FOLLOWING:


